From: roger gregory <roger@xanadu.net>
Date: March 13, 2013 7:40:13 PM PDT
To: roger gregory <roger@xanadu.net>
Subject: rocket story

How big or how small! ha! I gocha there
on my website http://halfwaytoanywhere.com there is an adaptive simulated annealer
that simulates my design, which uses my engine and scaled up pet tankage, with the same
strength numbers that 2l coke bottles have, they blow up at 350 psi (might be 250 i disremenber) 
it works out to 53 ksi IIRC. the simulator flys second by second to orbit, just like Von Braun did in the "Mars Project"
but he did it once with a slide rule, I do it 100,000 times and optimize for cost to LEO 
the z printouts list each best run (best so far) and the winner is at the end.  there is a lot of crap there to wade
through and the code no longer compiles. BIt rot, rather the compilers changed underneath it.  I could
fix it, but if I bother I'll move it to a newer version of the adaptive simulated annealer that will run with 64 bit, and
I expect it to take 8 hours or so (everything does).  but I do have some saved outputs in http://halfwaytoanywhere.com/newerasa/savez
the file z1 for instance (they are text files, download them however you like, I use vi to read them, I'm old fashioned, I've had a unix machine at home
since 1980, of some sort or other)
z1 ends with
*******
Parameters from the simulated annealer for test# 100178 bestResult# 61:
VEHICLE DIMENSIONS

Expansion Ratio 84.2693 
MaxDesiredG = 7.04837 
TankHeight=  1.80679m TankCircumference=  1.0029m TankRadius = 0.159617m
aspect height/diameter 6.65979
Device Height 2.12603m 6.97516ft+ engine and Cone  diameter = 0.319233m 1.04735ft
MassFloweAllowed 1.41065kg/s 
calculated approx MaxThrust 5533.51 N  1243.98 lb

TakeOffThrust  5296.22n 1190.64 lb   Thrust/Weight   4.96857 
MaxThrust = 5533.51 n 1243.98 lb 
TankCrossSection = 0.0800399
StartFuelMass   104.816kg  TankMass 1.75119kg EngineMass 1.12852kg 
TankHeight   1.80679m TankRadius   0.159617m TankVolume   0.157391m^3
minimal engine used, calculated engine mass was:  NominalEngineMass 1.12852kg eng = 1.12852kg
ActualTankThickness       0.000557631 m  

MaxISP = 406.829  MaxISPAltitude = 0  MinISP = 362.928  
DryMass  2.87972kg DryMass+PayLoad 3.87972kg  PayLoad 1kg StartFuelMass 104.816kg  
Vehicle_Loaded  108.696
MassRatio  28.0165   DeltaV   11240.4  

As a cross check calculating delta v from ISP and Mass ratio
ISP 376.793  MassRatio 28.0165  ln(MassRatio) * ISP *Gearth = 12314.9
tankage pressure set to 601555 pascals 87.2483 psi   PayLoad=  1kg
FuelDensity 951.372 kg/(m^3) 
Fudge = 0.9 engine thrust/weight ratio 500
MaxFPress 97.0826 TankPress 87.2483 MaxFPress/TankPress = 1.11272 

Chamber Pressure = 593.7 
PseudoVolume = 0.144616 


Flight parameters 

     FlatVelocity=  1964.81

Latitude = 90 
VelocityX = 10119.5m/s Altitude= 200430m VelocityY 1176.06m/s Velocity 10187.6m/s
OrbitalVelocityAtAltitude 7787.18 OrbitAltitude 200000 m
sumISP=  376.793   MaxAcc=  7.03604g MinAcc 4.38478g   MaxFPress=  97.0826psi
Burnout at 175 seconds   sec velocity = 10247.2 altitude = 135167 modeling ends at 244 sec
NormalizedMaxDrag = 16.8561 MaxDrag=1766.79 at Alt=8405.14 m going 768.274 M/s
GBogosityFactor = 0 aspectBogosityFactor 1.3299 TotalDrag 48983.6

cost assumptions:  LaborFactor 1 FuelUnitCost $500/m^3
 EnginePrice $50/kg  PETPrice $5/kg

VehicleCost  $143.878    Tank $8.75597 Engine $56.4261 Fuel  $78.6956
Profit= $4256.12
LaunchCost $143.878

MadeOrbit Yup Merit 28.2516 MeritRatio 1 GOOD  payload/(tank+engine) = 0.347257 inverse = 2.87972$/pound =$ 65.3989
***

be warned that the code is UGGLY, I wrote it a as a cathartic operreaction to http://udanax.com , http://udanax.com/gold/index.html actually
which is much better code than anything that didn't work has any right to be (80,000 lines of smalltalk autotranslated to 300,000 lines of C++)

As to why those other designs never "took off"
1) the Goddard patents are posthumus (long story) 
2) the AreroJet design did "Work" sort of I have JPL videos I should put on Youtube or something, they burned RFNA(nitric) and Analine
they are hypergolic which is good, but their seals weren't perfect so they went boom! since it was intended to be the engine for a rocket fighter
version of the Northrop flying wing, they judged it "Not man rated" to use a current term.  AeroJet (VonKarman's company) went on to make JATO
units for WW2, 

And as we all know rockets became an arms race, first in Germany, then in USA and Russia (our German rocket scientists are better than their German rocket scientists), that didn't catch it's breath till after the moon landing, no time to rethink anything.
roger gregory
roger@xanadu.net
"You want new logos on the deck chairs in WHAT font?
Hiram Nfrum, Titanic product placement director





